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preface

A plausible learning bias:

• The Isomorphism Bias: in the absence of disconfirming
evidence, prefer a one-to-one mapping between structure
and pronunciation

What would evidence for this look like?
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preface

Our talk:

• A subset problem with the loss of verb-raising in English
• Explanation in terms of multiple competing structures
• Isomorphism Bias crucial to explaining how competition
plays out
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The problem of have-raising



v-to-t in english

(1) Bott I sawe noght synne.
‘But I did not see sin.’ (cmjulnor,60.289)

Middle English lexical verbs

(2) She is not there. copula

(3) %I haven’t any money with me. possessive have
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have-raising

Have-raising retained in some British dialects; others have to
use do-support or have got in negation/inversion contexts.

(4) I haven’t any money with me. %BrE

(5) I don’t have any money with me. Xall dialects

(6) I haven’t got any money with me. Xall dialects
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have-raising and definiteness

For some, have-raising only possible with indefinite possessum

(4) I haven’t any money with me. XGT, XDA, XCH, XJS

(7) I haven’t that one with me. *GT, *DA, *CH, XJS

definiteness effect
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have-raising and definiteness

For some, have-raising only possible with indefinite possessum

(8) Have you any money for the meter? XGT, XDA, XCH, XJS

(9) Have you that charger with you? *GT, *DA, *CH, XJS

definiteness effect
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have-raising and definiteness

No definiteness effect with do-have, have-got or simple have

(10) I don’t have that one with me. Xall dialects

(11) I haven’t got that one with me. Xall dialects

(12) I have that one with me. Xall dialects
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have-raising and definiteness

Minimal pair: indefinite the-DPs vs definite the-DPs.

(13) I haven’t the money to go. XGT/DA/CH

(14) I haven’t the money I picked up earlier. *GT/DA/CH
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a recent development

Definite possessums possible in 19thC Standard Englishes:

(15) ... you haven’t it before you!
The Tenant of Windfell Hall, Anne Bronte, 1848

(16) Why have you that silk frock on, then?
Wuthering Heights, Charlotte Bronte, 1847
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The Scots Syntax Atlas data
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the scots syntax atlas

• four-year AHRC project (2015-2019)
• 130+ locations across Scotland
• interviews with 18-25 and 65+ age groups
• 200+ question acceptability judgment questionnaire
• conversation data, transcribed and text-to-sound aligned
• two interfaces: one for linguists, one for general audience
• all data to be made available upon launch (later this year)
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change in the scots syntax atlas data

Change detectable in

• 18-25 data vs. 65+ data
• central urban region vs. ‘relic’ regions
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i haven’t any money on me average scores



i haven’t that one with me average scores



i haven’t that one with me 65+ average scores



i haven’t that one with me 18-25 average scores



have you any money for the meter? average scores



have you that charger with you? average scores



have you that charger with you? 65+ average scores



have you that charger with you? 18-25 average scores



change in the scots syntax atlas data

SCOSYA data shows that have-raising with a definite
possessum is

• more widely accepted by older speakers
• more widely accepted in relic regions
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questions

• Why would verb movement be sensitive to definiteness?
• Why would a subset-generating system emerge?
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outline of the analysis

• Possessives: many-to-many mapping between abstract
structures and overt forms

• two analyses: transitive, existential
• multiple overt forms, inc. have-t, have got
• existential analysis with indefinites only

• Change in the structure-to-overt form mapping
• Existential becomes only structure for have-t
• Definiteness effect a side-effect of the rise of have got
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the pieces

• The syntax of possessives: two analyses
• The syntax of have got
• The diachrony of have got
• How the grammars compete
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The syntax of possessives



the syntax of possessives

What is the structure of simple have-clauses?

(17) I have some money with me.

(18) I have that book.

One analysis: have as a transitive verb, where possessum =
internal argument, possessor = external argument
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possessives crosslinguistically

Szabolcsi (1984): possessive clauses in Hungarian are built
with a possessive nominal at their core.

(19) Nekem
I.dat

van
is

könyvem.
book.3possnom

“I have a book”

Dative possessor, poss morpheme on possessum also seen
with nominal possession.
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possessives crosslinguistically

Freeze (1992): in many languages, possessive clauses involve
locative predication and an existential syntax.

(20) u
at

menja
me.gen

est’
is

kniga.
book.nom

“I have a book” Russian

(21) tha
be.dep.pres

leabhar
book

agam.
at.me

“I have a book” Scottish Gaelic

Kayne (1993): have is be + abstract P; in possessives, P defines
the location.
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existential/unaccusative analysis

• Unaccusative syntax: possessor raised from within vP
• Existential syntax: be-clause, raising only from indefinites

TP

T′

vP

DP

D′

NP
possessum

D

t

v

T

DP
possessor
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a problem

Myler (2014): have-clauses show no definiteness effect, so
existential analysis can’t be right for English.

(22) John has that book.
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transitive

Myler (2014): regular transitive syntax; possessor = EA.

TP

T′

VoiceP

Voice′

vP

DP
possessum

v

Voice

t

T

DP
possessor
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No specifics about which head lexicalises have.



existential properties of english have-clauses

English possessive clauses behave like existentials and unlike
transitive clauses in a few ways, across varieties.

They allow NegDP objects much more readily, and at higher
rates (Kayne 1998, Childs 2017, Burnett et al. to appear)

(23) There’s nothing there.

(24) John has nothing.

(25) (?) John owns nothing.
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The same is seen with negative concord. 
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existential properties of english have-clauses

English possessive clauses behave like existentials and unlike
transitive clauses in a few ways, across varieties.

They embed subject contact relatives much more readily
across varieties (McCoy 2016).

(26) There was a farmer had a dog...

(27) I had an auntie lived there.

(28) *I owned a book had five chapters.
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Get more references for this claim.



proposal: two possessive analyses

Our claim: both structures can be available in a single
language; both available in English.

Forms that can be given an existential analysis a subset of
those that can be analysed with the transitive analysis.

(29) I have a book. existential or transitive

(30) I have that book. transitive
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Myler has some argument against the Szabolcsi/Freeze/Kayne analysis relating to the A/A-bar status of Spec,DP and how that extraction is licensed, but this is only an issue if you're invested in Baker's GTC, or indeed in the notion of A and A-bar positions, on which see Urk:2015. There are no empirical arguments to dismiss the existential analysis other than the definiteness one. 



proposal: the change

The rising definiteness effect: change in the mapping from
abstract structures to overt forms

→ loss of the transitive analysis with have-t structures.
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the change

Before change

Transitive → have a/the car in situ

haven’t a/the car V-to-T

Existential/unaccusative→ have a car in situ

haven’t a car V-to-T
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the change

After change

Transitive → have a/the car in situ

haven’t a/the car V-to-T

Existential/unaccusative→ have a car in situ

haven’t a car V-to-T
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proposal: the change

(31) Why have you that silk frock on, then?

19C (Brontës): *existential, Xtransitive
21C (GT, CH) : *existential, *transitive

(32) I haven’t any money with me.

19C (Brontës): Xexistential, Xtransitive
21C (GT, CH) : Xexistential, *transitive
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the change

This is an unexpected change:

• the winning grammar of V-to-T generates a subset of the
data that the loser generates

• normally, only the fittest grammar survives (Yang 2001, Heycock
and Wallenberg 2013)

• competition confined to when there’s V-to-T
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the change

Change with possessives involves covert competition, between
transitive and existential.

For have-t structures, the transitive grammar loses out to the
existential
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towards a solution

There’s also overt competition between have and have got.

(33) I have one of those.

(34) I’ve got one of those.

Possessives give us a window onto how covert and overt
competition may differ or interact
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The syntax of have got



what is got?

Have got not available in all syntactic contexts (cf. LeSourd
1976). Acceptable when have is finite.

(35) I haven’t got any money with me.

(36) Have you got any money with you?

(37) I’ve got some money with me.
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what is got?

Unacceptable when have is nonfinite.

(38) *I expected him to have got some money with him.

(39) *I don’t have got any money with me.

(40) *John will never have got money with him.

(41) *Always have got your phone with you.
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generalization for got

Generalization: got is possible when the have can be analysed
as having undergone verb-raising.

• finite have X

• nonfinite have *
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analysis for got

Analysis: have got involves raising of possessive have plus
spellout of trace as got

TP

T′

VoiceP

Voice′

vP

DP
possessum

v

t/got

t

T

TVoice
have

DP
possessor
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Another way to pronounce have-raising. Not wildly dissimilar from analysis in Lesourd:1976, but not quite the same.
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spelling out traces

Verb doubling seen in various corners of English, typically with
one of the verbs in contracted form.

(42) If I had’ve seen her, I would’ve waved. Huddleston and Pullum (2002)

(43) He might’ve not have left yet. Nunes (1995), Close (2004)

(44) Could’ve he have done something about it? Close (2004)

(45) What’s that was? Keir Thoms, 3;5

(46) Naw I’m arenae.
‘No I’m not,’ lit. ‘No I’m aren’t’ West Central Scots
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analysis for got

Claim: have got is only possible with transitive analysis; got =
spellout of trace of raised Voice.

TP

T′

VoiceP

Voice′

vP

DP
possessum

v

t/got

t

T

TVoice
have

DP
possessor

TP

T′

vP

DP

D′

NP
possessum

D

t

t

T

Tv
have

DP
possessor
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analysis for got

Claim: have got is only possible with transitive analysis; got =
spellout of trace of raised Voice.

Motivation:

• Visser (1963): got was grammaticalized from participle of
get (“have acquired” > “possess”)

• Grammaticalization typically preserves argument structure
(cf. Hopper 1991 on ‘Persistence’)

• ‘Acquire’ get is transitive so we expect grammaticalization
of got in transitive analysis, not in unaccusative one
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Another way to put this point: this is a case of upward reanalysis, and it's straightforward to upward reanalyse a verb into a Voice head, but it's less clear how one would reanalyse a transitive verb into an unaccusative verb, as would be required for the existential/unaccusative analysis. 
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the change revisited

The change which causes the definiteness effect:

• loss of transitive analysis with have-t

• spelling out trace of transitive have as got became
obligatory.
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the change revisited

Before change

Transitive → have a/the car in situ

haven’t got a/the car V-to-T

haven’t a/the car V-to-T

Existential/unaccusative→ have a car in situ

haven’t a car V-to-T
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the change revisited

After change

Transitive → have a/the car in situ

haven’t got a/the car V-to-T

haven’t a/the car V-to-T

Existential/unaccusative→ have a car in situ

haven’t a car V-to-T
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The diachrony of have got



variation with possession

Two or three forms in variation in non-inversion contexts;
different fates across varieties and diachronically.

(47) I have one of those.

(48) I’ve got one of those.

(49) %I’ve one of those. BrE mainly
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the diachrony of have-got (noble 1985, sutherland 2000)

0
20

40
60

80
10
0

Period

%
 h
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e 

go
t

1750-1849 1850-1899 1900-1935 1935-1962

BrE
AmE

Rate of use of have got vs. have (all contexts)
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a plausible sketch of the british english picture

• Rise of have-got across all contexts led to near-extinction
of have and have-t in BrE early 20C

• Change actually proceeds to completion with the
transitive analysis: have got becomes its only spellout

• Complete replacement of simple have/have-raising by
have-got interrupted by introduction of do-have
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a plausible sketch of the british english picture

• Tagliamonte (2003, 2013): much lower rates of have got in
Northern Ireland and NE Scotland (the relic area)

• NE Scots lacks definiteness effect (see maps); NI varieties
seem to as well (Karen Corrigan p.c.)

• Change with transitive analysis not proceeded to
completion in NE, with older speakers
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How the grammars compete



grammar competition

Kroch (1989): change is the result of grammar competition

Yang (2001): variational model of language acquisition applied
to model change
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yang’s variational model

• learners posit multiple Gs
• If two Gs can analyse overlapping input, they are
competing

• Gs which successfully analyse input are rewarded (used
more often)

• Gs which are supported by unambiguous evidence
retained in acquisition

The fittest grammar survives
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this change shouldn’t happen

Before change

G1: transitive-got → haven’t got a/the car

G2: transitive-t → haven’t a/the car

G3: existential/unaccusative → haven’t a car

gg
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this change shouldn’t happen

After change

G1: transitive-got → haven’t got a/the car

G2: transitive-t → haven’t a/the car

G3: existential/unaccusative → haven’t a car

Why don’t we lose the existential/unaccusative grammar?
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isomorphism bias

Proposal: a bias towards one-to-one mappings from structure
to pronunciation; call it the Isomorphism Bias

• we call two grammars which are identical except for
pronunciation paired-spellout grammars, Gps−α, Gps−β

• if Gps−α and another grammar Gγ can analyse the same
portion of the input, the Isomorphism Bias results in
learners penalising Gps−α. Over time, it will be dispensed
with.
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isomorphism bias

G1: transitive-got → haven’t got a/the car

G2: transitive-t → haven’t a/the car

G3: existential/unaccusative → haven’t a car

G1 and G2 are paired spellouts.
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isomorphism bias

• IB has effect when there is no data in the input to
distinguish Gps−α and Gγ

• With have-t, this would be when there are no instances of
have-t + definite

• Possessive clauses with indefinite possessums
three times more frequent than with definites
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the diachrony of have-got (noble 1985, sutherland 2000)
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• Have-t becomes
increasingly sparse

• At some threshold, have-t
+ definite is too
infrequent to provide
evidence for G2

• There will still be enough
cases of have-t +
indefinite to support G3
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isomorphism bias

As have got rises to ceiling

G1: transitive-got → haven’t got a/the car

G2: transitive-t → haven’t a/the car

G3: existential/unaccusative → haven’t a car

• Only robustly attested have-t cases involve indefinites
• G1 and G2 are paired spellout grammars
• G2 and G3 have same coverage
• Isomorphism bias disprefers G2
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overt and covert competition

Covert competition: competitors always compete

Overt competition: Isomorphism Bias may remove competitors
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Conclusion



conclusion

• A subset problem with have-raising: a rising definiteness
effect

• Definiteness captured in terms of multiple grammars, one
more restricted than the other

• The change: the more restricted grammar wins out
• Isomorphism bias crucial to modelling how the change
plays out
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thank you

Thanks to the SCOSYA RAs Derek Henderson, Jac Mantle and
Sadie Ryan, the developer Brian Aitken, and the very many
transcribers, fieldworkers and participants.
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